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Welcome back to another episode of the leading saints. Podcast if you've enjoyed content on
this podcast. It's important that. I tell you about the leading saints newsletter that we send out
every week this newsletter keeps you up to date on all the current leading saints content
releases including podcasts articles online events and even live events. That might be
happening in your own area in this newsletter. We also recommend some past episodes and
written articles that you don't want to miss each week. We include additional leadership
perspectives and thoughts. That you can only find in the weekly newsletter. So you definitely
don't want to miss out to subscribe to the weekly newsletter simply text. The word lead to four
seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash. Subscribe again text. The word
l. e. a. d. two four seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash subscribe. So
you don't miss any future leading saints content. Joseph douglas from lawson's new zealand. I i
think for any leader. This is invaluable source to guy tune and hear different mistake particularly
the speakers that you might not have thought of before we because for the lord to inspire us.
We gotta have something in that bucket. If we went and got to the basket they need really to
work with. And i find it leading. Saint particularly helps to throw a few nickels and dimes on
whatever into that bach etch law to work with another how i lead segment on the leading saints.
Podcast for those of you. That are brand new. That maybe aren't familiar with leading saints in
what we do around here. You're a nonprofit organization. Dedicated helping latter-day saints
prepared to lead and we do that through various ways of content creation. Like this podcast.
Which i hope you subscribe to in jump into the archives and listen to a few more episodes in our
newsletter that goes out every week you can subscribe to leading saints dot org Where you will
also some remarkable articles to Of all things leadership so check us out. Glad you're found us.
And let's check into this week's how i lead segment and it is with megan. Hanson and megan is
the owner of love. pray teach dot com which is a phenomenal resource. Four parents for
primary teachers Let's have all sorts of primary relief. Society young women sunday school just
a great teaching resources online sheet. We have interviewed her before. I think in the teaching



saints virtual summit and she is definitely an expert when it comes to teaching children in the
resources that she creates are definitely worth checking out and so i wanted to get her on the
how i lead segment to talk to her about teaching children especially in the context of teaching
children. Virtually now i hope i think by the time we released this episode many wars beginning
to start up primary again or it may be a while for some of you. So this is a great resource for
primary presidencies. The movie sheriff's other teachers. Whomever you think would would
benefit from it about teaching children. Virtually megan is an awesome job. Has resources like i
said so. Let's jump into it. Here's my interview with megan. Anson today have the opportunity to
sit down through the powers of zoom with megan hanson. How are you megan. I'm good thank
you. How are you very good. Now you are in arizona just outside of of mesa is that right yes i
said. Are you originally from there or no. No i'm originally from idaho than Lived in utah for ten
years in moved here about three years ago school and you are you a platform called love pray
teach which is phenomenal with the resources ideas and many related conform. Me how how
would you explain the what you do. We create less than helps for parents and teachers to just
help them. The confidence and the tools that they need to keep their classrooms engaged. Just
help them with consistency. You know there's a lot of moms that are just busy. They just need
some quick and easy ideas to help their families so they can stay on top of That's awesome and
you're currently a sunbeam teacher. But have you had any other experience in in the world of
teaching children in the church. Pretty much every group. I've taught i was in the primary
presidency of every age. Primary tot young women's. I've taught the use of todd. Gospel
doctrine yeah good and we connected online a little bit and I think you was in our teaching
saints Ju- presented some things. Does that where. We i connected. I forget now it was like the
world light the world very right year of the world cool and but during the same obviously with
shutdown with you know a lot of teaching going on in the homes and you know we as parents
we wanna get a right and so i thought i'd be good to have you on here.
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Just sort of through some principles whether they are applicable to teaching during a shutdown
with churches limited or just teaching at home in general or teaching or kids sort of thing so or or
leading leading kids as well so as we do in these how. I lead interviews. I had yet right down a
few principles that we can speak to or that you can speak to at least in. That'll guide our
discussion of the first. One is a good one. Just simply plan maybe expand on what you mean
with plan. Yeah so. I'm thinking more along the lines of for a primary presidency to begin with
Needs a plan so we always start with prayer right. We pray for help you pray for guidance plan
with your bishopric plan with your state presidency. Know what they're expecting of you so that
you can help. And then we're getting a lot of people saying i've been asked to teach a lesson
over zoom but my kids are four years old right. Heidi teach four year olds over zoom so really
decide what's appropriate. I think a ten year old nine year old. Yeah teach them over zoom. I
think that they would probably really like that a four year. Old a five year old. That's really
difficult. So think age appropriate. What can you do to support the teachers in this. Is there
anything. You're seeing as far as age. Appropriateness the Out or even how to begin to plan.
Yeah i think for the younger kids While in this runs for all families for any age ask the parents.



What can i do to help what our job is. A primary teacher is a primary leader is to assist families
right so you need to ask the parents asked. What can we do to help you. You know my little
sunbeam's. I took some things around the very first week in january knocked on the door. Talk to
every single parent asked them. What can i do to help you. In every single one of them said
dropping something off once or twice a month is perfect. Like that's perfect. That's all they need.
You know some parents might want more. We hear for moms that say. I just wish that my kid
could contacted. We don't even know who is teacher. Is you know they just want that
connection. So anything you're doing right now is great and before it was such a You know more
time intensive may be experienced with the shutdown is. There's they may just be a twice a
month. Quick conversation at the doorstep bore. And you know it's hopeful now that we're may
be leading into more in person experience but but Yeah and it's easy to find yourself that i'm not
a good teacher unless i'm sort of in the in the kid's life like multiple times a week or or at least
once a week but give yourself some grace there. Yeah for sure. And i think i think we kind of
there's a fine line between being lazy and saying oh it's a pandemic. I don't have to do anything.
You being a little over zealous right. Like there's there's a line that we shouldn't cross. I think we
saw a lot of the laziness in. I'm gonna. I'm gonna say i was the first one like it was like. Oh i
don't have to teach some beams for a little while but as the pandemic were on and on and on
like the church did come out and ask us to continue ministering so we need to be. We need to
be ministering. What else with the concept of plan that we haven't covered so we talked about
communication. Okay so if you're going to use them or whatever platform you're going to use
plan decide how you're going to use it. Learn all the tools that you can use on. Ed i mean zoom
has a whiteboard. Did you guys know that. Did you know that everybody on zoom can draw
things on that whiteboard. How fun is that play pictionary or something with the little kids they
they would love that. there's breakout rooms for older kids. If you wanna do breakout rooms
sharing your screen showing a video. Understand that you know if you have a mac and share
video the sound comes on on. Its own if you have a pc. You've gotta click an extra button. You
know understand how your computer works with the tech. And then use your counselors if
you're the primary president. Use your counselors. We've heard from so many i just. I don't even
know if i have a calling anymore. No one asks me to do anything. Use them. Let them be a
moderator. Let them ask them to send assignments like the prayer. The song leader. Whatever
use them. They're there to help. And are you seeing any as far as using like the song leader. I
don't know what's happening in your world. What you've seen like. Are they doing some some
seeing time in some form my word has not been but i know many words are and i think a lot of
courses are being asked to do something in actually who we hear mostly from our course stars
because it's a little scary. It's like what do you do. Do you mute. Do you not mute.
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Do you let all the kids sing at like. What do you do with your own kids while you're trying to help
these other the other kids online. These are the types of things that people are concerned about
the for my kids their song leader which i really appreciated day would make They make a
weekly video. And there's a few song leader so they take turns you know of making the the
video and they just maybe review a song so as a parent was nice to sit down and watch this



video for five to ten minutes and you know they learn the words a song and rather than trying to
get everybody to sing like acquire through zoom where either the bandwidth or maybe isn't
strong or the delay is obvious you know. Yeah and i think that that goes back to knowing what's
expected of you. You know if you're if you're asking your leader to zoom if she comes back and
says i'd be more comfortable doing video you know. Consider it takes to the lord. Ask your state
primary presidency. What they suggest because every primary is gonna be different. We all
have different needs in different rules. So don't do something just because somebody else's
love it so the next one is prepare right. So how's that different from play. This is preparing your
lesson great though it does kind of go hand in hand with with plan but we want to prepare the
lesson. Are you gonna use visuals. Are you gonna use songs. Are you gonna use videos plan
all that tested out with the tech so that you know how to do all that. Maybe you're gonna use a
board behind. You make like nowhere. You're going to stand so that the kids can see the board
have close to the screen that it needs to be all that kind of stuff so so plan plan how long you're
gonna talk or how long your lesson is going to be ten minutes. Ten fifteen minutes is great for
children. You don't need to go more than that. Yeah i was gonna ask about time lincoln really the
sort of half the battle is just the in the preparation of you know what he drop off before. Had you
know. I remember one teacher for my six-year-old dropped. Something off just had asked him to
to draw pitcher between now and right so the gave us the parents like. Oh this something you
can do and have it ready in he will. He added available to show how those participating so it
worked out perfect. Yeah and bet your. Your child was excited to do that. Yeah and really or
what. She said the day of the activity that they're doing something now feel like they're part of a
community that look other kids drew the same thing different way. Yeah and that definitely helps
participation when they do get to come and show what they did. Yeah so what else prepare.
Well i think like like you said. Do you need like think about do. I need to email drop off anything
to the children. Do i need to let the parents know to have some crayons and paper ready. You
know that we're having a friend to friend meeting tomorrow with the annual presidency. And
they've asked make sure the kids have paper and crayons so that's totally something. That's
okay for you to ask to. In communication with the families is just key. Make sure every family
knows how to get on what time how long to expect do. They need to have their child muted. If
you want their screens on ask a lot of people don't know that just ask. Just tell them. I want their
screens. Yeah you wanna be able to see him right. Yeah just just communicate and
communicate more than once if you need to and is any tools or is a matter may be texting
everybody calling everyone all the parents in of your class or any other way to go about that. Do
what works best for you so you know. My class. texting works great. I get response from every
single parent texts. Some people have some primaries have facebook groups that are really
effective. I would use more than one platform. If it's the entire primary. I would probably put it in
the newsletter. I would put it on facebook. I would text or email those all different tools that we
use for. Sure a participate. Yeah so this is where it's fun right. This is when we want to get the
kids to participate. So i'm just gonna put this out there you're gonna feel are you're gonna filter
down you're gonna have to be if you're doing zoom. You're gonna have to be a little bit over
dramatic. Is you want to pull in those kids. So i've seen some primary presidents that get up
there and they are absolutely perfect for this because they are overdramatic about everything.
And then you see some. That are very reserved. So i'm just gonna give you some pointers to
just let go just have fun with the kids because if you're excited they're going to be excited



because this is this is new for them to yet. You know this interesting dynamic on many levels.
Because as i even outside of the zoom meeting or outside of the teaching children As i've
consulted other people about podcasting i always tell them of the for this phenomenon that year.
Whatever you speak or the energy brings somehow just gets watered down through the
microphone or through the communication. I don't know exactly how it works but you can feel
like you're doing.
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You're you're pretty upbeat near positive. You're acting just how you always do. But on the other
end you feel feels bland. Not not there and you'll hear this a lot like win. Professional athletes do
commercials on the radio or on tv. Like you'll see like i. I'm so and so from this football team and
i really recommend that's right because they don't realize that to dan they're speaking normal
but it's getting watered down and so then you're with kids so you already need to be taken up a
level but you must have to take up another level and then by the time it gets to them it really is
like oh. This is just a fun bubbly teacher rather than like your like bombs lunatic. She's in the
room. When i teach the little kids. It's very dramatic very over the top and they respond to that.
They love that. So part of the year point of Participate be okay with chaos right especially if you
have a bunch of some beams that are tuning in on zoom. Going to get a little hectic yes. Be
okay with chaos. We have this idea in our head that it's going to go right and they're all sitting
just listening. Yeah it's not gonna be that way. It's not you're going to be chaos and for me if i
was doing singing time over zoom. I wouldn't want my kids to be muted. I want want them to
sing together. And it's gonna be glitchy. It's your kids might be running around in your house.
They're gonna put their face in front of your screen. It's okay it's okay. You know their children.
And i always anytime anyone tells me like. They feel overwhelmed. They just feel like they just
aren't good enough. I always tell them. Just think about why you're doing this. Why are you
doing this. Are you doing it because you're trying to get your kids to to learn every single song.
Are you doing it because you're trying to your kids to understand every single scripture story. No
you're doing this because you are trying to help. Children come closer to christ that's it. That's
that's your only goal with this. So if it's chaotic and loud it doesn't matter if the kids are singing a
song about christ third coming closer to christ. That's what it's about yet. I've noticed my six year
old just in the last few years like as he's attended primary like his is not even what he
remembers or learns but just this idea that he has a teacher and he can point at her or him and
say. That's my teacher. You know when we are tending church. You'd always find him or her. In
sacramento is. Hey there's my teacher right and so just like having presence online where
you're they can see you. And they sort of identify his. That's my teacher. Sort of gives them
some identity in this in the context of the church in their in their experience growing up in the
church. Yeah i sure and as a teacher we love hearing that. I know as my my eighteen year old
daughter. She's nineteen now. She teaches some beams with me. She's my partner agree and
the kids just absolutely love her. And i think she's a lot more easy to recognize the me just blend
in with a lot of the other women right my nineteen year old daughter like go for her if we knock
on the door. They're the she's the one that they wanna like. Look to and talk to. She just loves it
and she's she doesn't even teach she just comes in support while i teach but she's the one that



they just love the point around sacrament meeting herbal awesome with a participant. Yeah you
talk about You know bring some variety to. They don't need just a talking head right. Yeah the
talking head. That's the world we live in a but talking heads. Yeah kids do not like the talking
head. They're sick of the talking head. I don't even think adults like the talking head anymore.
You know so so bring variety muse visual aids if you know how to make powerpoint have some
pictures going even just holding up. A picture is will work showing video singing a song. The
church has some apps out. Now that have. I think one of the aps has almost every single
primary song that you could show in. Has the words underneath with some pictures going in
even something as simple as that will help get the kids excited to seen so yeah use a variety
and if something didn't work one week it's okay. Don't use it again. Just use something else.
And i mean there's so many research online like one that comes to mind. My kids. Love is the
youtube channel called latter-day kids right and they sent me short to three minute. Four minute
video sometimes of of a thaad a story or memorizing an article of faith in there so simple and
engaging and they've done all the work you play so i love them. they're great yes for sure cool.
What else would participate. You know you can do things like have some sort of a reward
system like whoever raises their hand. I gets to choose the next person to participate. Or
whoever gives me a answers. This question gets to choose the next song we sing.
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Don't be afraid to do that. And say their names use their names. You've got them if you're on
zoom it's gonna say their names. It'll probably their parents name but use the kids names. They
they miss you. They want to hear from you. They want to know that they are remembered. Yeah
love that we move onto your final point. Perfection is not your goal. And this is just kind of as i
was doing this. I just thought you know there are so many women that think that things have to
be perfect for to or to be good it. Just throw that out the window because it's not going to be
perfect. It's not even close to perfect. So i mean we talked about it being like being cared the
chaos. You're going to be okay with the chaos. Your kids are gonna be okay. First of all always
pray for guidance right. Pray if if you did one lesson and it just completely bombed learn from it
prey to ask for. What can i do next. That's different that's going to work. Take what you learn
from that and and change it up so and just remember that. No one's an expert in this right now
like we're all learning. We're all trying to figure this out in. Every primary is going to be different.
So it's okay. If you're not perfect your anything. Also that point that you wanna touch on before
we wrap up. Oh he ask anything at all. Yeah there was one thing. Be okay with families that she
is not to participate. There's be families that just don't want to. I have an eleven year old son that
this would be a nightmare for him. He does not want to do it. And that's okay so make sure the
reason not participating as it because they didn't get the message or they don't have the right
technology or the right internet you know. Make sure there's nothing like that. That's keeping
them for participating but if it's just a child just doesn't feel comfortable be okay with that but
keep inviting for sure munich. Aiding yes especially in some of lee's becoming less and less but
some kids are still doing the full-time zoom thing right. It differs school during the week. And it's
like actually. I need a day arrest that day. Rest means we rest from zoom. I cannot take another
class on zoom. Right so i may decide to engage different way in their whole than that's fine and



just like i said earlier. Just remember what your job is. A primary teacher leader is and that's to
assist the fans if they don't want to be young sam that's okay. That's all right and you mentioned
before we hit record as far as you know. There's there's some great facebook resources
facebook groups and things did you may be Went to to get some suggestions for this discussion
but I wonder how many are there's a lot of people in those but maybe what type of resource.
How would you recommend those. Or how do you use those those resources online. Yeah so
there's one. I think it's called latter day saint primary presidency And it's got like thirty thousand
people or something. It's it's huge. And if you ask a question on there you're gonna get multiple
responses So it's great if you want somebody to tell you what to do But on the flip side you can
get a little bit It's the whole perfectionism type idea again or comparison. You might see one
primary. Do doing something. That's just awesome and amazing. You don't have the resources
for so be careful with these types of groups because some people go all out and that might not
be who you are as a leader in. That's okay i mean. There's there's really great resources. I
mean the whole leg learning headed do videos on zoom. I learned in that group. I didn't know
that a pc. You had to actually choose to to listen to to hear the lower. Your audio yeah. Yeah
'cause i don't have a so. That's like a good thing to now school. And i'm just curious like what
are you whether the night group or as you're i mean you you sort of work in this world of of
children in church and whatnot i mean. Is there any field that you're getting perspective. Just in
this time of what. They're struggling with the encouragement. They find when trying to teach
children during the shutdown. All of the above. I think people are struggling. I think there is a
lack of connection that were just feeling right now and so i actually have the word connection
written where i can see it every day because it's hard to connect right now and that's what we
need So as you're planning your preparing think of connection. How can i connect with these
children. How can i connect with the other leaders. How can i connect with my with the teachers
in my in my own primary Me and my daughter in two other teachers have stayed in the primary
everybody else. I don't know if they asked to be released or what happened. But those are the
only teachers we have right now. And that's that's hard that can be really hard on the primary
presidency. So if you're a teacher tried to support the presidency in what they ask you to do if
you're in the present treat presidency.
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Try to support the teachers and what they're trying to do love it will anything We've we've
missed her that we didn't touch on. You wanna make sure we cover or do we do well. I have to
plug my own website here. Yes of course. Please do tell about it. So our primary packets have
activities for older children and younger children so each lesson is broken up into three points in
the church's primary manual so each point we haven't activity to go with and we have already
set out for you to drop off or to email or even zoom ideas for those older children so we make it
really simple super simple for you and just love pre teach dot com love pray teach dot com we
have subscriptions or you can buy a packet and try it if you just wanna an individual packet.
Their packets are only four bucks. A subscription is just eight dollars a month so perfect different
encourage people to check that out and last question. Every megan is as you've had opportunity
to lead children. Has that helped. You become a better follower of jesus christ so that actually



kind of makes me cry about that question. That's really sweet. Children are the closest to jesus
christ that we have on earth. They really are. So i'm just gonna. I'll tell tell you a story about my
daughter. I told you that she was called into some beams with me. She was a teenager that
struggled with her testimony. I don't think she ever really had a testimony And i started into
some beams and she didn't call it a a another teacher with me so she was just helping out and
she was loving it so much. We asked the bishop if she could just be called. You know she's still
supposed to be in your women's but he letter he let her come in and then they wanted to
release me and put me in women's and i just had this overwhelming feeling. That wasn't
supposed to happen. And i talked to them to send you know. I think i'm supposed to be here for
my daughter and two weeks later. She gave a talk in testimony or in sacramento bing and talked
about how some beings being in some beams has helped her gain a testimony just being
around the little children standing there. Level of the gospel has helped her understand. Who
christ is how much he loves her. And how much he loves each of us and like you. Sometimes
you don't get those rewards as a mother you know but that was. That was absolutely amazing.
So these children they teach more them than you're teaching them for sure. That concludes my
interview with megan hanson. Again go check out her resources that love teach dot com. You
can also find her. That love free teach at whatever social media platform you enjoy and i love to
hear from you as far as what other callings or teaching scenarios would you like us to focus on
on the how i lead segment when we have coming up his family history coordinator. I haven't
recorded yet. But i have some people that are great options for that so look forward to that any
other calling as we should cover. Let us know. Go leading saints dot org slash contact. Send us
an email with a request or maybe an idea someone you could refer that we should check out an
interview. Who's doing a remarkable job bleeding in. They're calling it guingona leading saints
dot org slash contact and remind you once again to text. The word lead to four seven four
seven. Four seven in order to subscribe to the leading saints weekly newsletter. Get came as a
result of a position of leadership which was imposed upon us by the god of heaven who brought
forth a restoration of the gospel of jesus christ and when the declaration was made concerning
the own only true and living church on the face of the earth we were immediately put in a
position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we cannot straight are runaway and
which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability.


